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Abstract 

If we imagine economics as a science for providing subsistence and public welfare ,the world 

economic future must be based on a balanced , equal and symmetric model, not on atheistic and 

money tar divisions of a promotion seeker and jobber minority. Friedman Monetarism will lose 

its contingent credibility, and concentration on natural economics will be replaced by 

monopolist and unbridled imbalanced liberalism which takes technology as a tool for 

domination of capitalists and owners of production machines on consumers. Promotion seeker 

monopolists by wastefully stealing of nature, have distorted life safety of world inhabitants. 

Present research studies the connection of wisdom and mass growth of self-awareness with the 

possibility of sublimation of nations and world development in negation of myths and inductive 

patterns of consumer market and the results of research have found the development of world in 

negation of balance and deletion of Monetarism and creation of balance and equality between 

production, demand and nature. 

After expressing the literature of topic , present research have studied the necessity of wisdom 

and growth of mass self-awareness with the possibility of sublimation of nations and the 

connection between myths and inductive patterns of consumerist markets with growth and 

development of world from economic scientists and researchers view. Research topics are west 

modernization, Monetarism, our share in global development in this prioritization , social 

justice, public welfare and natural economic by the use of experts view as a correspondent. In 

analyzing results, we used Fuzzy topics. In this regard a survey has been done by four 

economist expert. Research results show that the necessity of wisdom and mass self-awareness 

with the possibility of sublimation of nations is the first degree of importance, then is the 

negation of teachings that promote consumerism and finally, deletion of today Monetarism and 

creation of balance and equality between production, demand and nature is inevitable. 
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